
Data and Background
ASC University Senators presentation

Faculty Council Feb. 7,2019
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Units in ASC
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Division of Arts and Humanities
Department of African American and African Studies
Department of Art
Department of Art Education
Department of Classics
Department of Comparative Studies
Department of Dance
Department of Design
Department of East Asian Languages and Literatures
Department of English
Department of French and Italian
Department of Germanic Languages and Literatures
Department of History
Department of History of Art
Department of Linguistics
School of Music
Department of Near Eastern Languages and Cultures
Department of Philosophy
Department of Slavic and East European Languages and Literatures
Department of Spanish and Portuguese
Department of Theatre
Department of Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies

21 Units

Division of Natural and Mathematical Sciences
Department of Astronomy
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
School of Earth Sciences
Department of Evolution, Ecology, and Organismal Biology
Department of Mathematics
Department of Microbiology
Department of Molecular Genetics
Department of Physics
Department of Statistics

9 Units

Division of Social and Behavioral Sciences
Department of Anthropology
School of Communication
Department of Economics
Department of Geography
Department of Political Science
Department of Psychology
Department of Sociology
Department of Speech and Hearing Sciences

8 Units



• ASC University Senators have been looking into OSU & ASC financial 
data, and meeting with ASC Leadership monthly since August, 2018.

Participating ASC Univ. Senators
• Eric Bielefeld, Speech and Hearing (SBS)
• Rebeka Campos-Astorkiza, Spanish & 

Portuguese (AH)
• Susan Cole, Molecular Genetics (NMS)
• Meg Daly, Evol. Ecology & Org Biology (NMS)
• Julie Field, Anthropology (SBS)
• Jennifer Higginbotham, English (AH)
• Susan Kline, Communications (SBS)
• Carolina Lopez-Ruiz, Classics (AH)
• William Minozzi, Political Science (SBS)
• Crichton Ogle, Mathematics (NMS)
• Dana Renga, French & Italian (AH)
• Jeanine Thompson, Theatre (AH)
• Fengyuan Yang, Physics (NMS)

ASC Leadership
• Janet M. Box-Steffensmeier, Interim 

Executive Dean
• Luis Casian, Dean of NMS
• Peter Hahn, Dean of A&H
• Morton O'Kelly, Dean of SBS
• Trevon Logan, Faculty Fellow for 

Special Priorities
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Our objectives are to 1) provide an independent estimate 
and perspective on the main sources of financial 
restrictions facing the college and 2) support leadership in 
finding solutions  that maintain our ability to engage in 
world-class scholarship and provide an excellent education 
for our students.

Sources of information

• The Senate Fiscal and FCBC reports for the 2017-2018 academic year;

• Discussions with members of OSU’s fiscal leadership;

• Discussions with members of the OSU Office of the Treasurer and OSU’s head liaison for 
the OSU-OSEP alliance;

• The ASC Exec. Dean’s Sept. 2018 report to Chairs and Directors

• Public data from Big Ten, US Department of Education, and other sources.
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Current fiscal situation
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Fiscal  challenges for ASC

• Declining credit numbers and credit chare

• Legacy debts and commitments to centers, 
programs, etc

• High infrastructure costs for buildings and facilities
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Reduction in Credit Hours

Trend of Credit Hours - All OSU Colleges, Columbus Campus
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GE Credit Hours

• College Credit Plus, AP-3, 2+2 programs with community college partners 
have greatest impact on ASC units because students take ASC courses 
through these programs

• Enrollment changes have lead to decrease in absolute number and fractional 
share of majors for ASC 

• Link between enrollment and budget allocated to ASC by University means 
that these changes have fiscal consequences
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Total credit hours earned is up ~8% 
since 2013, but growth is uneven

Increases >20%
55% Public Health
39% Health & Rehab Sci
32% John Glenn School
29% CFAES (as AGR in chart)
28% Business 
26% Nursing
21% Engineering

Increases < than overall growth rate
4.5% Med
3.3% EHE

-1.5% ASC
-3.9% Optometry
-6.3% Law

ASC generates 48.34% of credit hours with only 35.5% total of FTEs.



Energy Costs 

• The OSEP (Ohio State Energy Partners) agreement will result in rapidly 
increasing energy costs for OSU beginning in 2021 and stabilizing around 
2026

• The spaces occupied by Colleges are a critical factor in determining the 
impact indicated by OSEP models: under current billing methods, ASC will 
bear an additional $115M in energy costs through 2028. 
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NOTE: This is a future concern, rather than a factor in the present fiscal crisis, but it 
exemplifies the infrastructure issues that we currently face

Table 1: Estimated OSU utility costs 2018 – 2028 ($M), not including debt 
service on payments or prior energy-related capital expenses



• The current OSU financial plan includes goals for achieving both operational 
and procurement efficiencies (~$200M) as well as administrative savings 
(~$200M), in order to realize the 5-pillars of OSU's strategic priorities.

• Senate Fiscal Report on 9/27/2017:
o $102M in efficiency savings from colleges and $98M$ from support units were 

identified
o Deans & VPs were asked to submit a plan on how they would achieve this goal 

by FY2020
o Target was set for each unit

• For ASC, the 2020 goal is between 5% - 10% of ASC's operating budget
(between $15M - $25M).

• Additional efficiency savings of the same magnitude will almost certainly be 
required of all units for the period 2020 – 2025.

• (Updated: ASC may be exempted from this efficiency requirement)

Upcoming Challenges: Efficiency initiatives
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Addressing the Challenges: 
ASC Leadership Plans

Short Term
• Reduction in future graduate students
• Faculty hiring holds (very limited hiring: Advancement Positions & Carryover)
• Staff reduction and centralized PBA; reducing central college administration
• Examining departments (number & size); review of college centers and institutes
• Evaluating outreach and engagement
• Reduce commitments

Long Term
• Certificates; online courses; summer term courses; career courses; College Credit 

Plus
• ASC Excellence Committee
• F&A policies
• Professional Masters programs
• Department incentives
• Strategic planning by departments
• Restructuring units
• Partnering on enrollment 11



Faculty attrition & hiring freeze
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Staff reduction
At both department level and ASC central administration 
• positions  eliminated: vice dean, associate dean, & support staff.
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• ASC is pursuing reductions of future graduate students positions that are 
funded by ASC.

• This would NOT affect students funded through external grants or university 
fellowships
o In 2018, 226 incoming graduate students to ASC (>40% of total) earned a University 

Fellowship or a Graduate Enrichment Fellowship.
o In 2017-2018, 585 ASC graduate students were funded by external grants (~25% of all 

enrolled and funded graduate students).

• Goals for GA reduction:
o Maintain overall undergraduate credit hours — while ASC is partnering with college units for 

creative solutions, GTAs will always have a vital role in this.
o Match overall academic market trends and ensure better placements for our students. Some 

programs are simply far too big relative to the market.
o Yield more competitive students; improve student opportunities & outcomes.
o Allow the college to invest more in our faculty, which is where the cuts have been coming 

from in prior years.

Graduate Program Budget Reductions
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OSU: The bigger picture
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There is a fundamental disconnect between 
income earned through Faculty-driven 
activities and the resources allocated in 
support of those activities.

This disconnect harms the broad academic mission of the 
University. ASC is feeling the consequences sooner than most 
because of its size, connection to teaching, and the impact on 
it from changing patterns of enrollment.



Budget models & allocation

• Responsibility Centered Management (RCM)
• In effect since 2003
• Used to determine distribution of funding among the 

instructional units of the university.
• Applies only to the total funding allocated for instructional 

units, after all taxes have been applied

• Instructional vs Non-instructional allocation
• Distribution occurs prior to application of RCM
• Represents most fundamental division of resources.
• Income derived from faculty efforts (instruction, research,…) 

that is not spent directly supporting those efforts can be 
viewed as a tax on that income
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University-wide, all 
categories show a slight 
positive trend over time



OSU Faculty compensation in proportion to faculty-related income

Faculty-based Income 
(FBI) FY2006 FY2007 FY2008 FY2009 FY2010 FY2011 FY2012 FY2013 FY2014 FY2015 FY2016 FY2017 FY2018 % 

increase

Tuition and fees (net) $537,386 $583,580 $616,650 $622,857 $664,184 $732,688 $793,742 $816,761 $815,743 $850,289 $884,805 $927,317 $935,893 74.16%

Fed. Grants & contracts $283,712 $282,624 $275,361 $283,484 $322,187 $345,277 $369,290 $349,857 $348,111 $330,902 $325,869 $336,979 $342,022 20.55%

State grants & contracts $50,155 $50,932 $57,251 $76,896 $43,524 $42,212 $48,061 $50,062 $71,970 $88,052 $70,499 $77,139 $78,676 56.87%

Local grants & contracts $22,495 $23,776 $23,684 $23,680 $20,801 $18,029 $16,020 $16,217 $16,419 $15,494 $18,701 $21,427 $38,929 73.06%

Private grants & 
contracts $191,346 $203,523 $245,266 $228,958 $233,391 $199,018 $216,530 $242,296 $226,416 $256,761 $268,740 $301,515 $297,409 55.43%

Fed. Non-exchange 
grants $28,000 $28,532 $31,516 $34,184 $55,203 $59,244 $57,466 $57,794 $52,892 $57,393 $55,694 $54,962 $59,272 111.69%

State non-exchange 
grants $9,000 $9,198 $14,385 $12,783 $8,086 $6,359 $5,185 $8,463 $7,604 $7,797 $9,643 $9,434 $11,422 26.91%

State Support $443,933 $451,964 $469,162 $497,601 $443,337 $439,576 $428,306 $432,652 $440,924 $435,824 $456,063 $473,061 $475,593 7.13%

Fed. Stabilization Funds $59,234 $60,063

Total FBI (TFBI) $1,566,027 $1,634,129 $1,733,275 $1,780,443 $1,849,947 $1,902,466 $1,934,600 $1,974,102 $1,980,079 $2,042,512 $2,090,014 $2,201,834 $2,239,216 42.99%

Total TTF (FTE) 2,188 2,227 2,263 2,232 2,230 2,208 2,181 2,178 2,208 2,227 2,202 2,267 2,333

TTF Outlay (FCBC) $195,087 $206,302 $216,968 $224,668 $230,766 $233,029 $234,821 $240,338 $245,687 $253,015 $254,829 $267,568 $277,351

TTF Salary + Benefits $253,613 $268,192 $282,058 $292,069 $299,996 $302,938 $305,268 $312,440 $319,393 $328,919 $331,277 $347,838 $360,557 42.17%

TTF-S&B as a % of TFBI 16.19% 16.41% 16.27% 16.40% 16.22% 15.92% 15.78% 15.83% 16.13% 16.10% 15.85% 15.80% 16.10%
OSU budget 
surplus/deficit $383,132 $504,605 -$41,117 -$326,089 $405,424 $530,075 $228,247 $523,556 $712,305 $429,212 $98,083 $588,389 $1,068,706

$thousands

The amount of money brought to OSU through all faculty activity (teaching, grants, state 
support, etc.) that is returned to the non-clinical tenure-track faculty in terms of total 
compensation (including benefits) has been around 16% in the past 13 years.
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Additional relevant points
• Current estimate is that less than 50% of Total Faculty-

Based Income (TFBI) covers all costs directly supporting 
faculty activity (including all OSP overhead).

• OSU’s average annual budget surplus for last 13 years was 
$425.4M (most recent was $1.068B), with  a total budget 
surplus of $5.1B.

• Tenure Track Salary & Benefits(TTF-S&B) has been 
averaging 16% of Total Faculty-Based Income (TFBI) for last 
13 years with little deviation from mean.

• Sources: 
• OSU Office of Budget and Finance annual Financial Reports’ Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and 

other Changes in Net Position
• OSU HR Analytics’ Faculty Compensation Database
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Additional relevant statistics*

Change from 2012-2013 to 
2017-2018 (OSU)

(Non-medical) full-time non-
instructional spending

+$111.4M (21.8%)
(from $511M to $622.4M)

(Non-medical) full-time 
instructional spending

+$35M (15.3%)
(from $229M to $264M)

(Non-medical) full-time non-
instructional staff positions

+1170 (12.66%)
(from 9,245 to 10,415)

(Non-medical) full-time 
instructional staff positions

+128 (6.06%)
(from 2113 to 2241)

Regular TTF FTE (OSU) -100 (from 2888 to 2788,
including medical)

Regular TTF FTE (ASC) -33 (from 957 to 924)

20*Source: IPEDS (US Dept Ed)

Although there has been an 
increase in spending for 
instruction, the increase is lower 
than for non-instructional 
spending in absolute dollars and 
as a percent increase.  The 
number of tenure track faculty 
has declined whereas the number 
of staff has increased. 

The proportional decline in 
faculty in ASC (3.4% loss) mirrors 
the larger decline across OSU.
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University wide, TT Faculty has shrunk 
3.3% since 2013

Units growing during this time
65% Nursing
63% Public Health
27% Optometry
16% Engineering
5% John Glenn

Units shrinking > overall rate
-6.1% Pharm
-7.3% CFAES
-15% Vet Med
-17% Med
-19% Law

Units in red have 
<50 faculty. Any hire 
or loss has a  more 
notable impact.
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Changes across OSU

+$111.4M
+21.8%

+$35M

+15.3%

+1170
+12.7%

+128 +6.1%

-100

-3.5%

-33 -3.4%



ASC Faculty and Staff Reductions 
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(Projected)



Additional relevant statistics*

Rank Institution

Full-time 
managers 
per 1,000 
students

Spending 
on 
managers' 
salaries 
per 
student

1. New College of Florida 62.2 $5,037
2. Northwest Indian College 43.0 $2,634
3. Ohio State U. 40.4 $3,610
4. Augusta U. 40.3 $4,153

5. California State U. Maritime 
Academy 39.2 $4,649

6. Morgan State U. 35.5 $2,730

7. Institute of American Indian Arts 34.7 $2,336

8. Virginia Military Institute 34.6 $3,118
9. College of William & Mary 34.5 $3,408

10. Mayville State U. 34.0 $1,961

11. Georgia Institute of Technology 32.4 $3,322

12. Vermont Technical College 31.7 $2,266
13. Central State U. 30.7 $2,414
14. U. of Michigan at Ann Arbor 29.2 $3,741
15. Florida A&M U. 29.2 $2,432
16. Kentucky State U. 29.1 $2,376
17. U. of Virginia 28.8 $3,336

18. Pennsylvania State U. at 
University Park 27.9 $3,088

19. U. of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign 26.2 $2,441

20. Ilisagvik College 26.0 $2,487
21. U. of California at Berkeley 25.4 $3,247
22. Norfolk State U. 25.1 $1,880
23. U. of Texas at Austin 24.6 $2,807

24. U. of California at Los Angeles 24.2 $3,251

25. U. of Illinois at Chicago 24.1 $2,328

OSU 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018

FTIS-O/FTNIS-O (OSU) 44.81% 44.06% 43.80% 42.99% 42.81% 42.42%

Big10 ranking out of 14 12th 12th 11th 12th 13th 12th

FTIS-N/FTNIS-N (OSU) 22.86% 22.74% 22.58% 22.09% 22.19% 21.52%

Big10 ranking out of 14 14th 14th 14th 14th 14th 13th

24*Source: IPEDS (US Dept Ed)

Chronicle of Higher Ed. (Sept. 2018)

The ratio of spending on non-
instructional  staff versus instructional 
staff at OSU places us at the bottom of 
the Big Ten and is a significant break 
from our peer institutions. 

Our position as outliers among our 
peers suggests that there must be 
other paradigms  for staffing and 
compensation that we should consider.
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[Non-Medical]



What has been the 
cumulative effect of this 
funding system?
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OSU SRC world ranking 2003 - 2018

ASC formed

Semester 
Conversion

First drop in 
faculty >1% 
annually

Next drop in 
faculty >1% 
annually
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OSU SRC world ranking by subject 2007 - 2016



OSU Strategic Plan

None of these are 
possible without 

world-class faculty
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